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Alice arrives in the courtroom and finds the King and Queen of
Hearts on their thrones, surrounded by a large crowd of animals
and the whole deck of cards.

The Knave is standing before them in chains and the White
Rabbit has a trumpet in one hand and a scroll of parchment in
the other. In the middle of the court is a table with a large dish
of tarts upon it. While waiting for the trial to begin, Alice
looks around and notices that the King is the judge and that
the jurors are not very smart.

The White Rabbit starts reading the accusation; he claims that 
the Knave of Hearts stole the tarts. The King wants the jury to 
consider their verdict, but the Rabbit tells him that they should 
have the witnesses first. The first witness is the Mad Hatter, 
accompanied by the March Hare and the Dormouse. Alice feels 
that she is starting to grow again. The Hatter gives no evidence 
so they move on to the next witness. The next witness is the 
Duchess’ cook and she is being cross-examined. She testifies 
that tarts are made mostly of pepper. To her great surprise 
Alice herself is being called as the third witness.

In the meantime, Alice has grown so much that she upsets the 
jury box when she gets up. She tells the King that she knows 
nothing about the stolen tarts.

The King Reads Rule 42, which states, “All persons more than
a mile high to leave the court.” Everyone turns to Alice, who
denies she is a mile high and accuses the King of fabricating the
rule. The King becomes quiet for a moment before calling for a
verdict. The White Rabbit presents a paper supposedly written
by the Knave, with no meaning. Eventually the King asks the
jury for the third time to consider a verdict, and now the Queen
contradicts him and says that there should be a sentence first
and a verdict afterwards.

Take notes of the most important 
informations from the text!

Your notes can be: Mindmap, Table
Drawing, etc.
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Alice isn’t afraid to contradict her anymore, as she has grown
to her full size now, and tells them that they’re nothing but
a pack of cards. Alice suddenly wakes up and finds herself
back on her sister’s lap at the riverbank.

Alice realizes that everything was a dream and tells her 
adventures to her sister. As Alice runs off for the tea, her 
sister thinks about the dream and falls asleep herself, and 
dreams the same dream as Alice. She continues to dream 
about how her little sister will eventually become herself a 
grown woman and how she will always keep the simple and 
loving heart of her childhood.

Chapters 11-12


